
Mathematis 357 { CombinatorisReview Sheet for Midterm Exam 2April 8, 2005General InformationAs announed in the ourse syllabus and on the ourse homepage, the seond midtermexam will be given in lass on Friday, April 15. The exam will over the material we havestudied sine the �rst exam, through the material on general graphs from the start ofChapter 11 from lasses April 6 and 8. (This inludes setions from Chapters 6,7,9,11 inthe text { see detailed list of topis you are responsible for below). Important Note: Muhof this material makes use of the basi ounting tehniques we learned earlier. So theremay be parts of questions that deal with material from the �rst exam too(!) Be prepared.This will be an individual, losed-book, losed-notes exam. No ollaboration of anykind will be permitted during the exam period. You may bring a alulator if you wantone; however, answers written terms of powers, fatorials, binomial oeÆients, et. analways be left in that form, so a alulator should be of truly minimal value for your workon the exam. My advie: leave it home!If there is interest, I would be happy to run a late afternoon or evening review sessionnext week to help you prepare. Wednesday evening after the ��� indution and majors'dinner will be OK if that's a good time for you.Topis to be Covered1) Chapter 6: Inlusion-Exlusion Priniple in the \union" and \omplement of union"forms. Appliations to ounting ombinations with repetition, derangements, per-mutations with forbidden positions (\rook plaement" problems). Also know how toompute and use rook polynomials for these ounting problems, inluding the produtand expansion rules. (Omit setion 6.6.)2) Chapter 7: Number sequenes, reurrenes, solving homogeneous and nonhomoge-neous linear reurrenes with onstant oeÆients. Generating funtions, and thegenerating funtion tehnique for solving reurrenes. (Omit setion 7.7)3) Chapter 9: Hall's \Marriage Theorem", mathings in bipartite graphs, appliations.(Note: you are only responsible for the topis here we overed in lass. There's atuallya lot more in Chapter 9 than we looked at, and it's presented di�erently in some ases.So my advie is: use the lass notes!)5) Chapter 11: Terminology and basi onepts for graphs and multigraphs (setion 11.1only on this exam).Proofs to know� The proof of the formulaDn = n!�1� 11! + 12! + � � �+ (�1)nn! �1



for the derangement number Dn. (See Theorem 6.3.1 in the text and the lass notes.)� The proof of Hall's \Marriage" Theorem (as we did it in lass, not the book's ap-proah).Some Good Pratie Problems� Chapter 6/2, 8, 11, 14, questions like 24 (Suggestion: make up your own 5�5 or 6�6boards to pratie and also ompute the rook polynomials in addition to �nding thenumber of plaements of n non-attaking rooks on the unshaded squares via Theorem6.4.1.), 26� Chapter 7/3, 5, 9, 14, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30 d,e, 34, 36� Chapter 9/9, 12, 16, 27� Chapter 11/3,4,5,6,8Warning: The above problems over the ideas you will need to understand in order to dothe exam problems, but the exam problems may be organized and formatted di�erently,may draw on di�erent types of examples, et. Be prepared!
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